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SEISMIC TESTS ON A REDUCED SCALE MOCK-UP OF A REPROCESSING
PLANT COOLING POND

JC. QUEVAL (*) - F. GANTENBEIN (*) - J. DALBERA (**) - M. LEBELLE (*••)

(•) CEA - CEN/SACLAY (DRN/DMT/SEMT/EMSI) - 91191 - GIF-SUR-YVETTE Cedex (France)
(*•) COGEMA - 4, rue Paul Dautier - 78141 - VELIZY-VILLACOUBLAY Cedex (France)

(*•*) SGN - 1, rue des Hérons - MONTIGNY-LE-BRETONNEUX - 78184 - ST-QUENTIN-EN-YVELINES
Cedex (France)

In conjunction with COGEMA and SGN, CEA has launched an important research
program to validate the reprocessing plant cooling pond calculation mainly for the effect of the
racks on the fluid-pond interaction. The paper presents the tests performed on a reduced scale
mock-up (scale 1/5).

The mock-up consists in :
- 1 rectangular tank (length = 3.3 m, width = 1.32 m, height = 2.3 m)
- 72 spent fuel storage rack mock-ups. Each rack is composed by a box
(200 m x 200 mm x 1000 mm) and a vertical plug which open or close some rectangular holes
in the box. The racks are not deformable and are clamped at their base to the base of the pond.

The instrumentation allows the measure of :
- forces against the 2 panels in the excitation axis (load cells) ;
- pressure fields along the panels and along the bottom of the tank on the central line.

Three configurations have been tested on the 6 m x 6 m biaxial shaking table AZALEE
in air and in water (up to 1.8 m):
- the tank without racks
- the tank with racks without openings
- the tank with racks with openings

The tests are composed by :
- random excitations at very low excitation level to measure the natural frequencies, especially
the first sloshing mode frequency ;
- sinusoïdal tests to measure the damping ;
- seismic tests performed with 3 different time reduction scales (1, 1/5, 1/V5) and 3 different
synthetic accelerograms.

The principal results show that :
- the frequency of the first sloshing mode is 0.467 Hz without racks in the tank
- this frequency decreases to 0.407 Hz with racks with openings and to 0.387 Hz with racks
without openings ;
- the damping, which is very small in the configuration without racks (0.6 %), increases with
the racks.

Two types of simplified model with added masses and finite element model were
developed. Comparisons of measured and calculated pressure fields against the panels will be
presented. The measured frequencies, obtained during tests, are in good agreement with
Housner results.
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ABSTRACT:

Tests on a reduced scale reprocessing plant cooling pond mock-up have been performed
on a shaking table to validate a simplified method to calculate the behaviour of the '•
internal fluid. Tests results and 2D finite element computations, with racks inside the
pond have been compared to Housner method results ••; ,

1 INTRODUCTION ;

The dynamic response of the fluid inside a reprocessing plant cooling pond is of a
complex nature due to the presence of the storage racks. These structures present a
porosity which influences the sloshing modes of the fluid. :

The Housner method cannot therefore be directly applied to model the fluid dynamic
response. A 3 D finite element model calculation can be performed but is not really
suitable for parametric studies. This paper presents tests performed on a reduced scale
mock-up (scale 1/5) and compares test results to the Housner method and to finite
element computation results.

2. TESTS <

The objective of the tests was to evaluate loads and pressure in a reduced scale mock-up
of a pond and to determine the frequency of the sloshing mode. ;
The mock-up consisted in (figure 1) : \

- 1 rectangular tank (length= 3.3m , width=1.32 m , height= 2.3m).
- 72 spent fuel storage rack mock-ups. Each rack is simulated by a rigid box
(200 mmX200mmX1000 mm) and a vertical plug-in module which opens or
closes some rectangular openings in the box.

The mock-up can be filled with water (1.8 m height).
The instrumentation consisted in (see figure 1) :

- 12 load cells measuring the forces applied by the fluid to the side walls
perpendicular to the excitation axis,
- 24 pressure sensors placed on the inside face of the walls and at the bottom of
the tank on the central line to measure the pressure fields.

To a



Three configurations have been tested in water and in air :
- Without racks ;
- With racks with openings inside (opened racks) ;
- With racks without openings inside (closed racks).

Tests were performed on the 6X6m biaxial shaking table AZALEE. They consisted in :
- Random excitations at very low excitation level to measure the sloshing
frequencies ;
- Sinusoidal tests at the sloshing resonance frequency to measure the damping ;
- Seismic tests performed with 3 different time reduction scales (1, 1/5, 1A/5)
and 3 different accelerograms corresponding to the same spectra.

Results represent an important data base for the sloshing mode and for the pressure
induced by the fluid.
The main results are summarized hereafter :

- The racks have an influence on the first sloshing frequency (Frequencies are
function of the porosity and of the water height) :

First sloshing frequency , '
.f i Without racks >'
' ' Opened racks '- >

i Closed racks ' H

1.8 m I.
0.467 Hz
0.407 Hz
0.387 Hz

Water height
r •* i

i i i , i

< J J ! |

0.8 m
3.91 Hz

- Racks have an important effect on the damping of the sloshinh mode.

Configurations (water height=l'.8m)
! Without racks
; Opened racks

Closed racks • -

Damping:%
0.066
3.67

2

The tests results have been be used to validate Housner method for different
configurations.

3. CALCULATIONS

3.1. Housner method (references [1], [2])
Housner has shown that the fluid effect in the tank can be composed of two actions
(figure 3) :

- A passive action leading to impulse forces associated to a fluid mass (Mj)
which moves as a rigid mass attached to walls.
- An active action, producing sloshing load, associated to a mobil fluid mass
(Mo) which moves like the fondamental sloshing mode.

For rectangular tanks with flat bottom, the Housner formulas are given in table ;
(h = water height, u.= otV5/2 , a=h/L ,ara= maximum acceleration, (j)0 = amplification
coefficient at the sloshing frequency, M= total mass of the fluid - see figure 1).

F-
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These formulas can be directly applied when the pond contains no racks inside. They
have to be modified to take into account the presence of the racks by example by using
an equivalent fluid height.

3.2. Finite element model

Two-dimensional finite element models of the mock-up and racks were constructed.
The Castem 2000 code was used for computations. The fluid is modelled by
quadrangular elements with 8 degrees of freedom. Racks are considered rigid and free
surface elements are introduced at the free surface.
For the closed racks configuration, the racks are modelled by vertical plates (figure 2),

therefore the fluid motion from one rack to another is prevented by the model.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN TESTS AND COMPUTATIONS

Comparisons are performed for several parameters for the 3 configurations:

1. First sloshing resonance frequency

For the configurations with racks, the Housner formulas should not be used.
Nevertheless they were used taking into account the fluid volume between racks and the
fluid which is in the racks. Equivalent heights of water ( h ^ slightly greater than the
height of the fluid above the racks are calculated (figure 4) from the height of the water
above the racks corrected by the water between the rows of the racks.
The results from the calculations and tests given in the following table are in a good

agreement.

"" : ' Configurations
Measured frequencies (Hz)
Castem frequencies (Hz)
Housner frequencies'(Hz)

'Without racks.
0,469
0,470
0,472

rOpened racks •
0,448
0,461
0,448

Closed racks
0,409
0,398
0,406

p



The frequency decreases when racks are placed in the pond. This is in a good
agreement with the Housner theoretical results, which show that the frequency is an
increasing function of the height of the moving fluid in the tank.

For the configuration without racks, Housner result is in a very good agreement with
test result (difference of 0,6 %). It is very close of the test result (1%) for the closed
racks configuration. The difference is larger for the third configuration with opened
racks (2.9%).

2. Masses

The sloshing mass represents the modal mass associated to the first sloshing mode and
the impulse mass is the mass associated to the impulse effects.

In case of the Housner method the impulse and sloshing masses have been estimated
the following way :
2 different zones have been considered (see figure 4) :

- The first one corresponds to the upper fluid part of the pond. The height of the
fluid is equal to the equivalent height previously described (Mx =2Lbheq) ;
- The second one in the lower part of the pond corresponds to the water between
and inside the racks (M2 =M-Mj with M equal to the total water mass). "

The impulse mass Mj is égal to the sum of M2 plus the impulse mass M^ calculated

with Mj Mj; = -fë thi^rJM. , where a = ̂  (equivalent filling up rate)

The sloshing mass is given by : M^= Ml0= 5th((x)Mi/6fx.

Castem allows to obtain directly the mass of the sloshing mode. The impulse mass is
obtained by a static calculation.

For the tests, modal masses are obtained from the force sensor responses. These
sensors take into account the fluid force transmitted by the racks to the base of the pond.
The response at 5 Hz gives the impulse mass. The total mass is measured from the
response at very low frequency (0.25 Hz) close to the static response which is the sum of
all mode contributions. The sloshing mass is obtained by substraction of the two
masses.

The main results are given in the following table for test and analytical models.

Configurations
Sloshing mass

M o

(kg)
Impulse mass

. Mi
(kg)

Tests
Castem
Housner
Tests
Castem
Housner

Without racks i
3563
3492
3569
4340
4380
4558

Opened racks,
3338
3354
3213
4099
4518
4228

Closed racks
2910
2508
2639
4480
4404
4695

K"



Test results and Housner results are in a good agreement. The differences with Castem
results are more important.

The three results show that the modal mass associated to the sloshing decreases when
racks are in the pond.

For test results and Housner results, the impulse mass is the largest for the closed racks
configuration. The Housner method overestimates the impulse mass value. This
calculated impulse mass value is close to the test value for opened racks and without
racks configurations/The difference reaches 13% with closed racks configuration. ;

The total water mass is in good agreement with the theoretical value for the!
configuration without racks and the difference is small (10%) for the other;
configurations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Analytical results from Housner have been compared with data obtained during tests on
a reduced scale mock-up of pond with and without racks and with finite element
results.

Conclusions derived from these studies are :
- Frequencies calculated with Housner method are in a good agreement with
measured frequencies. The first sloshing mode frequency decreases when racks
are placed in the pond and when they are opened.
- Tests show the effect of the racks on the fluid damping. Without racks, the
damping of the sloshing mode is very low (0.066%). It increases when racks are
placed in the pond and it is maximum for the opened racks configuration
(3.67%).

Housner results are close to the test results and to Castem finite element results with
differences less than 10%.

Results show that for parametric studies, Housner method, defined for tanks without
internal structures, can be used for pond with racks inside if the mass of the fluid
between racks is taken into account. In that case, the impulse mass is slightly
overestimated and the sloshing mass is underestimated.

References:
[l] Dynamic pressure on accelerated fluid containers - G.W. Housner - BSSA, volume
47,1957

[2] The dynamic behaviour of water tanks - G.W. Housner - BSSA, volume 53,1963
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Figure 1 : The reduced scale reprocessing plant cooling pond mock-up

Figure2:Castem-Result of the modélisation . Figure 3: Housner method parameters
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Figure 4 : Equivalent height of water estimation for the Housner application
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